LIBERAL  REPUBLICANISM
members were too much in dread of revolution either to risk
weakening the hands of the one institution which stood as a
guarantee of order or to appear to strengthen the forces of
" social disorder " ; they disliked clericalism, no doubt, but
feared Socialism and the income-tax far more, and this fear
prevented any appeal they might make for " religious peace "
from appearing other than a manoeuvre for bourgeois protection.
Not fear of revolution only, however, fettered the minds of
would-be Liberals. Ever since 1870 a shadow of war seemed
to hang over France which nobody tried to lift. No one ven-
tured to withstand the storm of nationalist abuse which would
have been inevitably provoked by any serious suggestion of
negotiating with Germany some arrangement removing the
perpetual menace to peace created by the Alsatian problem.
No one, Liberal or Radical—and rarely a Socialist—dared
face the accusation of not being truly patriotic, so that
patriotism became synonymous with war-preparedness and
war - preparedness means a Government ready for any
emergency, at home or abroad. Under such a Government
and in such an atmosphere there was little room for a truly
Liberal conception of individual rights.
Contemporary French Liberalism has become divided into
two currents of forces. Economically, it is the creed of the
dwindling band of those who believe in laissez-faire, who
refuse to see society as divided into antagonistic economic
classes,1 and hold that competition, freely exercised, will
ultimately bring about a synthesis of interests. Politically, it
may be an attitude of mind, a distrust of over-zealous legisla-
tion, of over-officious administration; but as such it is not the
monopoly of any party and may be found joined with the most
1 " Le Liberalisme bourgeois qui sert de charte tacite a notre societe moderne
nie volontiers le probl£me des classes. * Depuis la Revolution il n'y a plus a
proprement parler de classes puisque toutes les carrieres sont ouvertes aux
talents.* S'il existe encore des differences sociales, correspondant inevitable-
ment aux inegalites naturelles, c'est de plus en plus la valeur intellectuelle qui
en decide. La derniere aristocratic sociale se compose de gens qui ont fait
leurs etudes. Si Ton veut a toute force qu'il y ait encore des classes, il ne
subsiste reellement que celle des homines cultives et celle des illettres et des
pkilistins " (Paul Souday, quoted byThibaudet in La nouvelle Revue fran fat se).
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